SWAROVSKI

METALLICS

- Silver brushed (082)
- Silver polished (092)
- Gun metal brushed (086)
- Gun metal polished (096)
- Gold \(^1\) brushed (081)
- Gold \(^1\) polished (091)
- Bronze brushed (084)
- Bronze polished (094)
- Copper brushed (080)
- Copper polished (090)
- Black polished (070)
- Blue brushed (071)
- Signal White (R 9003 \(^2\))
- Traffic Red (R 3020 \(^2\))
- Dark Purple (R 4007 \(^2\))
- Blue Lilac (R 4005 \(^2\))
- Sapphire (R 5003 \(^2\))
- Water Blue (R 5021 \(^2\))
- Azure Blue (R 5009 \(^2\))
- Yellow Green \(^{NEW}\) (R 6018 \(^2\))
- Signal Green \(^{NEW}\) (R 6032 \(^2\))
- Grey Beige (R 1019 \(^2\))
- Fern Green (R 6025 \(^2\))
- Zinc Yellow \(^{NEW}\) (R 1018 \(^2\))
- Pastel Orange \(^{NEW}\) (R 2003 \(^2\))
- Telegrey \(^{NEW}\) (R 7045 \(^2\))
- Red Brown (R 8012 \(^2\))
- Jet Black (R 9005 \(^2\))

\(^1\) Golden colored
\(^2\) Color tones according to the RAL colors.
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ALPHABETICAL ORDER

Azure Blue (R 5009)
Black polished (070)
Blue brushed (071)
Blue Lilac (R 4005)
Bronze brushed (084)
Bronze polished (094)
Copper brushed (080)
Copper polished (090)
Dark Purple (R 4007)
Fern Green (R 6025)
Gold 1 brushed (081)
Gold polished (091)
Gray Beige (R 1019)
Gun metal brushed (086)
Gun metal polished (096)
Jet Black (R 9005)
Pastel Orange (R 2003) NEW
Red Brown (R 8012)
Sapphire (R 5003)
Signal Green (R 6032) NEW
Signal White (R 9003)
Silver brushed (082)
Silver polished (092)
Telegrey (R 7045) NEW
Traffic Red (R 3020)
Water Blue (R 5021)
Yellow Green (R 6018) NEW
Zinc Yellow (R 1018) NEW

NUMERICAL ORDER

070 Black polished
071 Blue brushed
080 Copper brushed
081 Gold 1 brushed
082 Silver brushed
084 Bronze brushed
090 Copper polished
091 Gold 1 polished
092 Silver polished
094 Bronze polished
086 Gun metal brushed
096 Gun metal polished
R 1016 Zinc Yellow NEW
R 1019 Gray Beige
R 2003 Pastel Orange NEW
R 2020 Traffic Red
R 4005 Blue Lilac
R 4007 Dark Purple
R 5003 Sapphire
R 5009 Azure Blue
R 5021 Water Blue
R 6018 Yellow Green NEW
R 6025 Fern Green
R 6032 Signal Green NEW
R 7045 Telegrey NEW
R 8012 Red Brown
R 9003 Signal White
R 9005 Jet Black

For details on available colors and effects for each article within the product groups, please see the product matrix of the respective item.

For color and effect samples, please see the corresponding color chart.

Classic Colors/Effects:
This color range offers a wide choice of traditional Swarovski crystal colors and effects.

Exclusive Colors/Effects:
This color range is offered exclusively by Swarovski.

Hotfix articles are generally not plating resistant.

*** designed by Jean Paul Gaultier

Colors and effects can appear different when illuminated with different light sources. Swarovski uses standard light source D50 for color decision and comparison. Slight changes in shades are unavoidable. Colors may vary according to cut and foil.

The composition of Advanced Crystal is compliant with regulatory industry norms and laws regarding the restriction or prohibition of certain substances in the most relevant segments of our customers. Please note that the compliance of the crystal colors Citrine, Freesia, Hyacinth, Light Siam, Siam and Yellow Opal vary to certain industry regulations. These regulations are indicated with an (*) in the compliance overview. Indian Siam (option to Lt. Siam) and Tangerine (option to Sun) conform to all CLEAR-lists.

For further information please visit swarovski.com/professional
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